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REYNOLDS COMMENDS YOUTH,
CITES VALUE OF 'COMMUNICATIONS'
IN UNIVERSITY ADDRESS
MISSOULA--
Sam Reynolds commended the young and emnhasized the value of "communications" in 
overcoming the effects of issues dividing the nation and community today in an address 
Wednesday at the University of Montana.
Reynolds, a visiting journalism lecturer at IJM who is editorial page editor of 
The Missoulian, the local daily newspaper, made the remarks in the keynote speech entitled 
"Town and Gown Relations" ("Perspectives on Campus-Community Relationships") at the annual 
banquet of the UM chapter of Sigma Xi science honorary.
In his remarks to new Sigma Xi initiates and other guests, Reynolds said, "Communica­
tions must be kept open because they are the best hone for effectively handling problems 
and overcoming hatred, suspicion, unrest and even revolution."
Commending today's youth for being "probably the best generation of Americans ever 
raised," Reynolds said society's ills--including the war in Vietnam and "racism, hunger, 
poverty, dead bureaucracy"--are things which the young "work to correct" by voting, demon­
strating peacefully and helping adult Americans concentrate on the nation's internal 
problems.
He said "the rebellious young are providing an invaluable service: They are making
an excellent diagnosis of what is wrong with America." Reynolds noted, however, that it 
is a mistake for adults to see "the Truth and Light in this unsettled younger generation."
"The young are as strident, inexperienced, naive, divided, and generally immature 
as all previous younger generations have been," he said. "Rut they are acting as a kind 
of X-ray plate of the bone and marrow of national problems. In that they provide excellent
guidance."
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Reynolds said one of the main factors separating the University from the Missoula 
community is the "concentration of unrest among the student youth," so he tries "to edi­
torially influence the actions of those most agitated..the young." He said he is willing 
to risk the irritation of older people "if it helps me ameliorate a condition which is 
irritating...and potentially dangerous to public order."
"I try to warn the community against the dangers of polarization, of suspicion," 
Reynolds explained. "I try to bring the community into a sense that, if Americans can 
unite on anything at all, the main points worth uniting on are the beliefs in justice, 
equal opportunity and hope which generations of Americans have proclaimed to be national 
ideals, and that these values and beliefs are not worth sacrificing due to panic and 
hostility."
Reynolds said he has endorsed editorially U.S. withdrawal from Vietnam and has 
pushed for pollution controls. He said "the editorial page’s central purpose...is to get 
things done," while avoiding nolarization of various segments of the community.
"The avoidance of polarization is perhaps what this troubled city and troubled nation 
are most concerned about today," Reynolds said. "Just as it is wrong for an editorial page 
to foment bitterness to the point where communications are severed, so too it is wrong 
for any group in a community to sever itself from other community elements and opinions, 
and so it is wrong for national leaders to prey upon latent suspicions and hates in such 
a way as to isolate groups, generations, and sections of the nation one from the other."
